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ELITE COLORS
ELITE FIRST EDITION COLORS

INTRODUCTION TO THE ELITE
FIRST EDITION

Why a RAM AIR?  This is the first question that any kiteboarder that has not experienced the pure benefits of a perfectly tuned and pressurized 
foil kite would ask.  Unmatched upwind performance, light wind stability and downwind control highlights the benefits of a ram air  and the Liquid 
Force Elite.  The Liquid Force design team set out to make a ram air foil that not only perfectly compliments aspects of kiting with a hydrofoil to 
reaching untracked snow fields, but also gives the rider an easy to use and seamless transition from a traditional inflatable LE kite to the technical 
advantages of the Liquid Force Elite ram air.

ELITE 3D VIEW
BASED ON 9M SIZE

TECHNICAL DATA
Subject to change during production cycle 

SIZE  M2 AREA  ASPECT RATIO  # OF CELLS  # OF AIR INTAKES BRIDLES    WEIGHT 

6.5 m  6.58   7.15    36    3    4 lines depower   3.5 lbs
09 m  9.12   7.5    44    5    4 lines depower   3.9 lbs
12 m  12.15   7.75    48    7    4 lines depower   4.6 lbs
15 m  15.20   7.9    52    7    4 lines depower   5.7 lbs

ELITE 6.5 COLOR PALETTE

WINDRANGE
Subject to change with weather conditions
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FEATURES
Closed-cell ram air kite

• Closed-cell ram air
• Double Barrel-Intakes
• Ultra depower bridle

• Mountaineering Backpack
• Wingtip dump valves
• Cousin high tenacity bridles

KEY ADVANTAGES OF THE LIQUID FORCE ELITE 
WHAT MAKES IT GOOD

• Fast and easy pressurization during initial launch: the design of the Elite allows for rapid pressurization of the ram air cells through a unique  
   Double Barrel LE intake ports and a  mesh baffle system that increases air cell communication.
• Double Barrel LE intake system that increases cell air flow entry efficiently in every position in the wind window increasing stability and response  
   eliminating any wingtip collapse.
• Easy water re-launch: The Elite is considered a “closed cell” ram air which means the air can easily enter the leading edge of the kite, yet          
   remains contained in the cells. This increases the rider’s time to re-launch upon a water crash.
• Smooth power delivery and depower ability:  Utilizing a uniquely designed bridle system the Elite offers smooth power management of the kite.
• Designed to fly on a standard RESPONSE 4-line control system.
• Versatility in all conditions across water and snow.

• Water repellent fabric
• 4 lines setup
• Unique trailing edge Cell Communication

ELITE 9 COLOR PALETTE

ELITE 12 COLOR PALETTE

ELITE 15 COLOR PALETTE
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UNIQUE TRAILING EDGE CELL COMMUNICATION
Increasing stability and reducing the loss of pressurization and possible wingtip collaps

4 LINE FLYING SYSTEM
WORKS SEAMLESSLY ON ANY LIQUID FORCE CONTROL BAR 

Wind
Direction

TRAILING EDGE CELL AIRFLOW CONNRECTORS

What makes the Elite one of the easiest to use high aspect ram air kite on the market is the trailing edge cell communication system.  Unlike most 
ram air kites on the market. the Elite feeds air to all its cells through trailing edge rib screen connectors.  This helps to constrain air in all cells at 
all time during flight, even in gusty wind conditions.

ELITE DEPOWER SYSTEM

AIRFLOW



Q&A with Julien Fillion and Benoit Tremblay
Two generations of kite designers

 Why is Liquid Force doing the Elite Ram Air kite?

(Julien) In the last couple of years, one of the goals at LF was to expand our wings in all aspects of the sport of kiteboarding.  Whenever we feel 
an interesting trend is starting to grow, we love to get involved.  The Ram Air kite is definitely one of them.  Ram airs have been out for years, 
but in the past 3 years, high aspect water Ram Air became very popular, especially when combined with an hydrofoil.   Since the hydrofoil does 
not limit the kite anymore, kites becomes the limit, how far upwind, how fast downwind, how high you can jump: it now all depends on the kite.  
High aspect ratio closed-cells ram air kites push this boundary.  There’s something very organic about kiteboarding with a ram air kite; everything 
is different.
(Benoit) We decided to create the Elite Ram Air Kite to fill a growing demand for the incredible performances of this type of kite, coming from 
professional racers in the competition world as much as high performance freeride lovers.

How long have you been designing ram air kites?

(Julien) Little under 2 years
(Benoit) I have been designing Ram Air kites for over 25 years now.

How long has the Elite been in development?

(Julien) I would tend to say 28 years!!!  This is how long Benoit Tremblay have been designing ram air kites for.  Although, him and myself teamed 
up 2 years ago and embarked a very intensive ram air design schedule.
(Benoit) Two years of team work with Julien Fillion, many prototypes and a background of many years of kite design.

What are the advantages of the Elite ram air over an inflatable kite?

(Julien) First there’s the portability: the Elite packs up really small and is very quick to set up, much faster then an inflatable kite.  Then the kite 
works very well in light winds.  The upwind barriers have been breached with the Elite, when used with the LF Foil, the upwind angle is 
phenomenal.  Boosting is really fun with the Elite, the glide down last twice as long as an inflatable kite.
(Benoit) One of the big advantages is to be able to fly it properly in very light wind conditions. It also allows the rider to do some big air jumps 
in relatively light wind, it offers remarkable upwind capabilities, it sets up quickly, it is light and easy to transport and there is no need to pump 
it ‒ of course!

KITEBOARDING

Julien Fillion Benoit Tremblay

Liquid Force is proud to have some of the best 
designers and engineers in the kiteboarding 
industry bringing innovative, safe and 
progressive product to life.  

The Elite marks a unique design collaboration 
between Julien Fillion, lead product designer 
for Liquid Force kite and Benoit Tremblay a 
progressive and well established designer of 
ram air foil kites and wings.
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What are the benefits of the Elite over other ram air kites available today?

(Julien) Our number one goal was to make it easy to use, especially compared to other high aspect ram air designs.  We paid a lot of attention 
to the wingtip bridles, to prevent them from wrapping around the bridle, resulting in possible kite catastrophes. The second goal was to make 
the Elite work perfectly with our existing control bar. This way, existing LF kites owners could simply use their inflatable kite bar on the Elite.  
Last goal was to make it easy to relaunch.
(Benoit) The Elite is a very user-friendly kite. The cells fill up with air very quickly during the launch, but mostly, it is very stable and flies in an 
amazingly wide wind range. The Elite gives a direct feeling through the bar, which brings very intuitive control, bringing the rider to truly feel 
every movements of the kite. The rigidity of the kite as well as the direct sensations through the bar make every maneuvers easier, bringing the 
rider to push his/ her limits even further than ever.

How is the Elite constructed?

(Julien) We researched for a long time the logistic reinforcement of the Elite.  Ram air kites have to be light, very light, it’s a true challenge to 
make them light and durable.  Unlike many other ram air brands, we decided to use the most reliable bridles available for the Elite, they might 
not be the thinnest bridles on the market, but they will last a life time!
(Benoit) We used the best combination of material to achieve the construction of this wind machine. Every piece of material is thoughtfully placed 
to reach the perfect balance, offering rigidity in key points and just remarkable overall performance.

What type of kiteboarder is the Elite for?

(Julien) We always laugh about this question!!  I love to answer this: “If you haven’t swam back to shore from a kiteboarding session more then 
twice in the last year, then the Elite might be a considerable choice for you!!”  What I mean is, high-aspect ram air kites are generally speaking 
more complex to deal with. They are a good choice for agile kiters, with very good kite flying skills and who are always riding in a controlled 
environment. 
(Benoit) We designed this kite with performance lovers in mind. Riding with the Elite is like driving a high-end sports car: there are a lot of 
sensations involved! It is perfect for those who want to do big-air jumps and stay in the air for everlasting hangtime, fly as far as possible or 
reach incredible speeds while keeping the complete feeling of the kite right at the fingertips.

How about snowkiting, is the Elite a good choice for snow?

(Julien) The Elite was born on snow!   Seriously, this is where ram air shines the most: you can launch and land them in an instant, ride upwind 
more then any wind powered craft, and reach speed that you can only dream of.   Riding the Elite on skis or snowboard is a true joy, in fact, 
learning to deal with a ram air kite in the winter is a wise decision.
(Benoit) 25 years of snowkite design under my belt, the Elite had to be amazing on snow!
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